Editor's note:

After nearly a half century of debate, in June 1919, the Federal Suffrage Amendment granting women the right to vote received the approval of both houses of the United States Congress. Yet, another hurdle lay ahead. In order to become law, the Amendment required ratification in thirty-six of the nation's forty-eight states. This would prove to be a formidable challenge, especially in the South where Federal jurisdiction and scrutiny of local voting practices had long been resented. That fall, West Virginians debated the suffrage issue and watched while other states cast their votes. By the year's end, it was clear that ratification in West Virginia would be essential to the amendment's passage. The events that followed comprise one of the most intriguing political dramas in the state's history.

As leader of the women's suffrage movement in West Virginia, Marion County native Lenna Lowe Yost (1878-1972) found the fate of the women's suffrage movement squarely on her shoulders. She proved equal to the challenge. The following essay, by historian Sarah Baldwin, is based upon an extensive collection of personal papers and documents belonging to Yost, recently acquired by the Regional History Collection, which document the suffragist's heroic efforts during this momentous episode in American history. For the convenience of the reader, bibliographic notes regarding the many primary documents quoted are deleted from this version of the essay. A version with full bibliographic documentation is included in the control folder to the Yost Archives at the West Virginia and Regional History Collection.
Lenna Lowe Yost, like many suffragists, actively promoted woman suffrage and temperance. She joined the Morgantown branch of the Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) in 1905 to support her husband's fight as a delegate in the West Virginia legislature to ban the sale of alcohol. Within three years she became president of the state WCTU and, as president, she made suffrage a top issue. In 1913 a woman suffrage amendment to the state constitution was offered in the West Virginia House of Delegates where Ellis Yost led the floor fight on behalf of the amendment. Though it passed in the House, it failed in the Senate. Suffragists succeeded in persuading the West Virginia legislature at its next sitting to hold a referendum on amending the state constitution to enfranchise women. Mrs. Yost led the referendum campaign which, despite her political experience and organizational skills, failed. As Ida Husted Harper (author of History of Woman Suffrage, IV, V) bluntly wrote her in 1921, "It was the worst defeat an amendment ever received." Mrs. Yost thought the conservatism deeply entrenched in West Virginia's poor, indifferently literate and hardscrabble rural counties largely responsible for the defeat. She also thought the 1916 campaign had laid the groundwork for later success by organizing women throughout most of the state's 55 counties and stirring them to a greater sense of urgency on the issue. Undaunted by the setback, she served as President of the West Virginia Equal Suffrage Association (WVaESA) in 1917-1918 as the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) continued to work for a national amendment.

On June 4, 1919, 41 years after Senator Aaron A. Sargent first proposed the Susan B. Anthony Amendment, the Federal Suffrage Amendment had both House and Senate approval and now needed state ratification. Thirty-six states had to approve the amendment. Though suffragists had confidence that the amendment would be ratified, National American Woman Suffrage Association president Carrie Chapman Catt knew that, for whatever reasons, the magic 36 should not be achieved, it would be an enormous setback. Suffrage had to come now. They needed those 36 states. One of her first acts was to appoint a Ratification Committee, with a point person for each state. Already in Washington, writing for the WCTU's Union Signal, Lenna Lowe Yost must have seemed an easy choice. She was a committed suffragist with abundant experience and political savvy. Mrs. Yost's close ties with the WCTU and Prohibition, however, worried Catt. West Virginia had passed a Prohibition amendment in 1912; the next year Ellis Yost had proposed stiff enforcement of the amendment. Known as "Yost's law" the measure raised hackles. Mrs. Catt

Carrie Chapman Catt served as president of the National American Woman Suffrage Association for two decades. When the organization's objectives were realized, Catt organized the League of Women Voters.
thought the 1916 defeat inflicted on woman suffrage in West Virginia was a direct retaliation of the “wets” on the “drys.” In a letter preserved in the Yost Archives she warns Mrs. Yost:

…it seems to me that there may be one obstacle which you may not have considered, but which I am sure will exist in West Virginia. Let me say before presenting it that I have heard no complaint from anybody at all. I am just creating this out of my experience. You are president of the W.C.T.U. and naturally your suffrage presentation may of necessity be made largely from that point of view. Although West Virginia is a ‘dry’ state, there is a tremendous amount of very lively ‘wet’ sentiment there and if the idea prevails that this is strictly a ‘dry’ movement, you may happen to lose a single vote in the legislature which would be crucial.

Yost’s first move was to start a petition campaign canvassing West Virginia women on woman suffrage. She wanted to ensure written proof refuting anti-suffragists’ hackneyed claims that women did not want the vote. A circular letter dated July 5 urged the importance of the petition with the admonition: “Please do not decide this work unnecessary. It may depend on West Virginia to complete the required number of thirty-six to ratify the Federal Amendment.” The NAWSA sent in workers to assist with the organization.

That the West Virginia legislature would not sit in regular session again until 1921 posed a major obstacle. Suffragists would have to persuade West Virginia Governor John J. Cornwell to call a special session. Mrs. Yost wrote to West Virginia legislators asking their position on ratification and support for a special session, in some instances on WCTU letterhead and in others on WVaESA letterhead. The Yost Archives document that she contacted at least 22 of West Virginia’s 30 state senators. She introduced herself to the Governor and in early August they met. He explained that the legislature, in a special session that year, had passed a tax on oil and gas companies which he fully expected the companies to challenge in court. Should the courts uphold the challenge, he would have to call the legislature into another special session to raise other tax revenues. The reasonable course was to wait upon the case’s outcome before calling a special session. Mrs. Yost appreciated the Governor’s reluctance to call a series of special legislative sessions. They would see what happened in the courts.

The breather gave her time to organize the suffrage campaign. Responses from legislators proved reassuring. Though not uniformly favorable, most declared themselves ready to vote “yes” to ratification. Senator Harvey W. Harmer, who played a key role, told her: “…I expect to offer the resolution to ratify…unless someone beats me in getting the floor. I think I ought to be given this privilege as I first started the ball rolling in the West Virginia Legislature, by offering a suffrage amendment in 1895.” Chairman Simon Fess of the Republican National Committee assured her of the party’s commitment. She also wanted the West Virginia Republican and Democratic State Committees formally to endorse women suffrage, but both W.E. Baker and Clem Shaver, the respective chairs, suggested certain members would
stand out. It was an early indicator of deep-rooted anti-suffrage sentiment.

Yost asked a former WVESA president to organize a “living petition” to greet legislators when they assembled for the special session when it was called—
a living petition in the form of a small delegation from each district: “We have tried this living petition several times, and it is always resultful. More than that, it will give us opportunity for publicity, in showing women’s interest in ratification.” Yost instructed that there should also be a telegram campaign “to begin the day the session opens. These telegrams should come from both men and women, men especially, I should say.”

An important component of the 1916 campaign had been the “Advisory Board” Yost had formed of prominent West Virginia men and women. In the fall of 1919, with the issue of a special session temporarily in abeyance, Mrs. Yost focused on putting together a new “State Advisory Committee” composed of businessmen, clergy, educators, judges, lawyers, newspaper editors and politicians reflecting the depth and breadth of commitment to woman suffrage by leading West Virginians. The responses to the many invitations she sent represented an opportunity for many to affirm their support and for others to express their disapproval. One member of the West Virginia General Federation of Women’s Clubs, a stronghold of suffrage support, declined the invitation: “...as I am far from being in sympathy with the coercive tactics used by the Suffrage Association in bringing pressure to bear upon the President, Congress and state Legislature. The spirit smacks too much of I.W.W.ism.” The letters record the array of concerns of suffrage supporters and opponents. An invitation, for instance, to Fanny Hoge, a suffragist who had switched her allegiance from the NAWSA to The National Woman’s Party, elicited a long, thoughtful letter. Hoge wrote that “for some time I have been wanting to write you...offering a reconciliation ...Wouldn’t it make sense for both factions to work together?” She mentions her work with the International Congress of Women, a pacifist organization, and encloses a leaflet printing the League’s 1919 resolutions. The Yost Archive includes no response to this tentative olive branch, though Hoge’s name appears among those on the Committee. (In fact, the NAWSA and The National Woman’s Party, no doubt to each other’s mutual irritation, offered very differing accounts of West Virginia’s ratification—a matter which sparked sarcasm from Carrie Chapman Catt and concern from Ida Husted Harper that history provide “an account...which will stand historically”).

As 1919 dwindled down, it became clear to Mrs. Catt that ratification in West Virginia was becoming increasingly crucial. She decided to write Governor Cornwell directly and impress upon him the urgency of having 36 states ratify the amendment in time for women to vote in the 1920 presidential primaries:

If it would be possible for you to give us the privilege of making public the announcement that West Virginia would call a special session for ratification provided the other states which have promised would do so, it would help us enormously.

Although Catt later credited her letter in Woman Suffrage and Politics as the spur which caused Governor Cornwell to call a special session, another month and a half elapsed with no action on his part.

Senator Howard Sutherland (1865-1950) supported the suffrage movement, as did virtually all of West Virginia’s U.S. Congressmen.
Once the gas and oil companies succeeded in delaying court action, the Governor wanted to be sure that if he called a session to treat the suffrage amendment he would not suffer the humiliation of its being rejected for ratification. He asked Mrs. Yost to have legislators commit themselves by signing a petition requesting a call and sought assurances from legislative leaders that they were confident of a favorable majority on ratification: "I do feel that the safest thing to do is to get a majority of the members in writing on this subject...if [a special session] has to be called for the suffrage amendment especially, I am unwilling to take any chance, and I do not think you should."

Mrs. Yost, though undoubtedly upset by Mrs. Catt's letter to the Governor and its implication that she was not handling the situation properly, continued to press the Governor, who, after falling victim to the influenza epidemic, telegraphed her:

I have given you assurance of my desire to cooperate [Stop] That assurance was made in good faith [Stop] I am trying to protect the interests of the State of West Virginia as well as the interests of the good women whom I am anxious to help enfranchise [Stop] I have a double duty to perform and am trying to discharge it with judgment and not from sentiment alone or in answer to any demand however urgent unless I can be shown that something effective will be gained by a hurried call.

On February 20, 1920, the Governor issued an executive proclamation convening a special session of the West Virginia legislature on February 27. Mrs. Yost had urged her Advisory Committee to talk to legislators, give her statements of support, and to shower the West Virginia delegates and senators with telegrams on the session's opening day. She had letters from Senators Davis Elkins and Howard

Wheeling newspaper magnate H.C. Ogden expresses his support of the women's suffrage movement.
Sutherland and virtually all of the West Virginia Congressmen declaring for ratification, statements which she had printed as a pamphlet distributed to their West Virginia colleagues. The delay had allowed her ample time to marshal her forces.

The delay, however, also had put West Virginia—as the potential 34th ratification—in the national spotlight. The Maryland legislature, which had turned down ratification, decided to send an anti-suffrage delegation to its sister state. Senator Sutherland whipped off a telegram to Yost, now in Charleston:

Am informed that committee of the Maryland legislature has been appointed to proceed to Charleston to oppose ratification of suffrage amendment. Better see that they get warm reception.

As the West Virginians who wrote to Mrs. Catt described it:

The opposition which came so suddenly was in the first place national and was exceedingly bitter from this source, possibly because of the approaching nearness of the success of the movement, and anti-suffrage leaders from all over the United States appeared as if by magic.

The never comfortable majority suffragists had anticipated began to thin. Senator Coulter for instance, who had written Mrs. Yost in August, 1919: "...I am in favor of woman's suffrage and see no reason if the Legislature is convened in extraordinary session why I should not support this amendment," now aligned himself with the "no's". Leaners, emboldened by the show of anti-suffrage support, shifted into the anti camp. The Senate voted first: tied, 14-14. The House, after proponents wrangled a crucial delay of the vote from Friday to the following Monday, debated for hours and then took a vote at 6:30 PM on March 3: 47-40 in favor of the amendment.

Suffrage supporters contacted State Senator Jesse Bloch, then in California. His vote could break the tie. He telephoned and asked a "no" to pair; with loud jeers, anti-suffrage senators refused this ordinary courtesy. If Bloch was to vote, he had to come to Charleston. As the country watched, Bloch made his way by railroad across the country while suffragists and their supporters sought to keep West Virginia legislators in Charleston. Rumors of various sorts circulated freely, including one that suffragists had offered an unseemly quid pro quo to potential supporters. R.P. Sims, the principal of an African American school in Bluefield, sent off a query to Mrs. Yost that he had heard "...women in urging its passage gave the assurance that if they secured the ballot, they would use their influence to secure the disfranchisement of the Negro vote in this State." A penciled note on Sims's letter was later erased; whether there was a whit of truth in the report is not documented in the archive.

Senate President Sensil and Senator Harmer, well respected for his grasp of legislature rules, managed to fend off maneuverings to adjourn the Senate before Bloch's arrival. The faithful 14—as the 14 senators who had voted "yes" came to be known—proved stalwart. Anti-suffragists, though, had one more card to play: A.R. Montgomery, a former West Virginia senator who had resigned in 1919 and whose seat remained vacant, "rescinded" his resignation. Once Bloch arrived in
In addition to introducing bills for women's suffrage, West Virginia legislator Harvey W. Harmer (1865-1961) sponsored legislative measures to make the state's higher education system non-partisan.

Yet another problem cropped up. Mrs. Catt wrote:

*In Connecticut a sudden appearance through the press of many statements to the effect that the Federal Suffrage Amendment would not enfranchise the women of Connecticut in any event since they had 'male' in their constitution; that women could only vote for senators and members of the House of Representatives and all that kind of thing, has been evidently inspired.*

She wanted Mrs. Yost to use her contacts with the leading members of the Senate Committee on Woman Suffrage to produce legal statements countering the claims. Mrs. Yost complied.

The unremitting pressure, however, had begun to show. Mrs. Catt’s March 22 letter to Mrs. Yost in which she acknowledges the legal opinion and the statements she sought goes on to say:

*If...there was any hiatus in the letters, or telegraphic communications from this office, which led you to believe that we were for a single moment unmindful of the terrible strain under which you were laboring, that we did not appreciate your conscientious purpose, and were not grateful for all you were doing and did, allow me now to set your heart at rest on this score.*

Mrs. Yost did, with some reluctance, agree to go to Connecticut as part of the “Emergency Corps” the NAWSA organized to rouse a citizens’ call for a legislative special session.

Though no doubt Mrs. Catt did value her extraordinary efforts, Mrs. Yost, amid the frenetic demands for statements, legal opinions and speaking engagements, may well have thought that Mrs. Catt failed to appreciate fully how precarious the situation had been. It stung too that the NAWSA’s journal *The Woman Citizen* never fully reported on the West Virginia success. She later wrote to Ida Husted Harper:

*The Suffragist gave great space to the part these two girls played in the campaign, including pictures which they had taken with Senator Bloch. These girls themselves commented to me on the fact that The Woman Citizen never even printed the picture of Senator Bloch and myself which appeared in many dailies of the country through the International News and also the Underwood and Underwood service.*
When West Virginia was thrust to the forefront of the ratification campaign, Mrs. Yost displayed the tenacity, political savvy and consummate diplomatic skills to fend off, with the allies she had so carefully cultivated, the attempts of opponents to wrest victory from suffragists. Those on the ground with her knew the critical role she played when confronted with:

...what at first seemed to be a situation impossible of solution, but, with rare tact and a soundness of judgment that we have seldom seen equaled, Mrs. Yost’s leadership has brought about a complete victory.

As supporters of suffrage, we are sending you this without Mrs. Yost’s knowledge and simply in order that at least some part of the credit due may be given her by her leaders in the cause of equal suffrage.”

The following year when Mrs. Harper sought each state’s suffrage history for Volume V of History of Woman Suffrage, she raised the issue of the dismal 1916 defeat and whether The Woman’s Party had played as significant a role in Senator Bloch’s dramatic cross-country flight and the subsequent ratification by the West Virginia legislature:

One of the most important is to know definitely who summoned Senator Bloch back to West Virginia. Some reports say that he read about the situation in the newspapers and came of his own accord. Others say that the friends in the Legislature telegraphed an urgent message to him. The National Party takes the entire credit of bringing him back to West Virginia.

Mrs. Yost’s considered reply, in contrast to Carrie Chapman Catt’s own account in Woman Suffrage and Politics, cited the state’s rural population and southern heritage as crucial:

In considering the reasons for [the 1916] defeat we should recall that referendums south of the Mason and Dixon line were not tried. The results had there been referendums can well be estimated by the result in West Virginia. I have often thought if women from the North could have known intimately and more generally of social conditions and prejudices in the South, they could better appreciate now how little we owe to the south for the enfranchisement of women.

With West Virginia’s ratification, Mrs. Yost soon involved herself in state and national Republican Party activities. She chaired the West Virginia Republican Convention in August 1920 and was named Chair of the “Associate” Committee (i.e., Women’s Committee) of the state Republican Committee. She also attended the Republican National Convention and briefly held the gavel, thus becoming the first woman to chair a major national convention; she also served as a tally clerk at the convention, the first woman to do so. Through the next eight years as a member of the Republican National Committee and finally as Director of the Women’s Division, she urged women to become politically active.

She never wrote her own account of the West Virginia ratification. In West Virginia, as with ratification of the 19th Amendment nationwide, the
public and suffragists believed ratification inevitable. In fact, it proved far from easy as this archive vividly records. West Virginia and the ratification of the 19th Amendment remains a story worth the telling.
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